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Abstract
Using 2019 county sales tax data, we examine
the strength and weaknesses of Wisconsin
retail and service markets through the
application of the tools of Trade Area
Analysis. Only those counties that have
elected to collect the optional county sales tax
are included in the analysis. Because sales
tax data are used one must keep in mind that
the analysis focuses only on taxable sales and
may not reflect the total level of activity in the
county. Using Pull Factors and measures of
Surplus and Leakage the relative strengths,
and weaknesses, of local retail and service
markets are identified.
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Introduction 1
When a community is exploring economic development
options one area of interest is local retail and service
markets. Communities naturally ask “are local retail
and service businesses reaching their fullest potential,
are there weaknesses that need to be addressed, or
strengths that we can build upon?” In order to address
these basic questions communities need to have basic
insights into the relative strengths and weaknesses of
local retail and service markets. One approach to
identify these local strengths and weaknesses is to
examine patterns in current sales activities using the
tools of Trade Area Analysis.
The power of Trade Area Analysis (TAA) is the
simplicity of the tools and the ease of interpretation.
Community economic development practitioners have
found that this simplicity has led to community leaders,
businesses and concern citizens to adopt the tools and
insights gained from TAA. The tools of Trade Area
Analysis have proven to be a powerful foundation upon
which to build a conversation about community
economic development options. Indeed, some
businesses have found these tools to be useful in
developing business feasibility plans and have been
accepted by a number of bank loan officers.

The weakness of Trade Area Analysis is the lack of
geographic detail. The data, in the case of Wisconsin,
are provided at the county level (and only for counties
that have implemented the county option sales tax)
which may or may not reflect the true geographic
economic market area. In our case here, from a purely
economic perspective, the county is an arbitrary political
boundary that may or may not reflect local retail and
service markets.

[1] For a more detailed discussion of alternative methods to analyze local retail
and service markets, see the UW-Extension, Cooperative Extension program
entitled “Downtown and Business District Market Analysis” by Bill Ryan and Matt
Kures at https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/downtown-market-analysis/

It is important to note that the
analysis presented here is at the
county level, which may not reflect
the true market geographic area.
Some businesses may service a local
community within the county while
other businesses draw customer
from a much larger geographic area.

Because the TAA reported here ignores the
geographical or spatial element of the community’s
markets, local knowledge of business opportunities and
consumer behavior is extremely important. There may
be very sensible reasons why TAA identifies a
particular weakness or strength. For example, one
community may be found to have large weaknesses in
motor vehicle sales suggesting a market potential. But
it may be the case that a neighboring community has a
large concentration of automobile dealerships (a
strength for that community) and easily explains the
initial weakness for the community of interest.
Knowledge of the condition of surrounding markets is
vital to interpreting the results of the analysis presented
here. The key is that TAA can serve as a foundation
for a conversation about local retail and service
markets.
What we will do in the following few pages is to review
the tools of Trade Area Analysis and some of the
simplifying assumptions that allows the analysis to
move forward. Initially, residents in the local market or
trade area of interest (e.g., the county) have the same
tastes and preferences across the state. This
assumption allows the community practitioner to
compare the local market to a state average. We then
show methods of estimating demand with unique trade
area characteristics. As described above, the trade
area is defined by the availability of data and the
geographic area that the data are reported.
For this particular study we will use sales tax data
reported by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue at
the county level. Specifically, counties that have
imposed the local option sales tax are included in this
analysis. Because the data is drawn from tax sales
receipts only taxable sales are considered. If a
particular item is not included in the tax base, then no
data is available. Hence care must be taken and one
must keep in mind that the analysis is of “taxable
sales”. Still, the analysis provides one set of
information that can be used to develop a picture
of the local retail market.
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Trade Area Analysis
Sales retention is an indirect measure of locally available
goods and services, assuming people buy locally if
possible. While measurement of actual sales is relatively
easy, measurement of the sales potential presents some
difficulty.This assumes that not only that tastes and
preferences are identical but also the local trade area is
demographically similar to the state. Local potential
sales can be estimated by statewide average sales per
capita adjusted by the ratio of local to state per capita
income (Deller, et.al. 1991; Hustedde, Shaffer & Pulver
1993; Shaffer, Deller & Marcouiller 2004; Stone &
McConnen 1983):

Trade Area Capture estimates the number of customers a
community's retailers sell to. Most trade area models
consider market area as the function of population and
distance. Trade Area Capture incorporates income and
expenditure factors with the underlying assumption that
local tastes and preferences are similar to the tastes and
preferences of the state. The verbiage here can become
somewhat confusing in that the phrase "trade area"
discussed above has a definite spatial meaning, but Trade
Area Capture is aspatial. Thus, the Trade Area Capture
estimate suffers from the same caveats enumerated for
Potential Sales estimated:

where notation remains the same with the addition of TAC is
Trade Area Capture and AS is actual sales.

where PSis is potential sales in community s for sector i,
P is population, PCS is per capita sales, PCI is per
capita income.
Care must be used in accepting the computed potential
sales from equation (1). It ignores all of the shopping
area and consumer characteristics that are located
within the immediate and surrounding shopping areas.
The potential sales provided from equation (1) assume
no differences in local consumption patterns except
adjusting by relative local income. For example, the
approach of Trade Area Analysis used here does not
account for differences in the socioeconomic
characteristics of the region other than income. But this
readily calculated estimate represents a realistic initial
estimate.

The number calculated from equation (2) is the number of
people purchased for, not the people sold to or actual
customers in the store (i.e., if one person buys food for a
family of four, all four are counted). If Trade Area Capture
exceeds the trade area population then the community is
capturing outside trade or local residents have higher
spending patterns than the state average. If the Trade Area
Capture is less than the trade area population the
community is losing potential trade or local residents have a
lower spending pattern than the statewide average. Further
analysis is required to determine which cause is more
important. Comparison of the Trade Area Capture estimates
for specific retail or service categories to the total allows for
additional insight about which local trade sectors are
attracting customers to the community. It is important to
make Trade Area Capture comparisons over time to identify
trends.

One way to estimate the sales retention is to divide
actual sales by sales potential. Actual sales can be
obtained from a variety of sources, including census of
business, sales tax data, and the merchants
themselves. Another approach to sales potential
estimates the number of people buying from local
merchants (Hustedde, Shaffer & Pulver, 1993; Stone &
McConnen, 1983). The Trade Area Capture estimates
the customer equivalents. Trade Area Capture used in
conjunction with the Pull Factor permits the community
to measure the extent to which it attracts nonresidents
(e.g., tourists and nonlocal shoppers) and differences in
local demand patterns.
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Trade Area Capture measures purchases by both
residents and nonresidents. The Pull Factor makes
explicit the proportion of consumers that a community
(the primary market) draws from outside its boundaries
(the secondary market, including residents in
neighboring areas or tourists). The Pull Factor is the
ratio of Trade Area Capture to municipal population,
which in our case here is the county. The Pull Factor
measures the community's drawing power. Over time,
this ratio removes the influence of changes in municipal
population when determining changes in drawing
power. The Pull Factor is computed as:

A Pull Factor (PF) greater than one implies that the local
market is drawing or pulling in customers from
surrounding areas. A Pull Factor less than one implies
that the local market is losing customers to competing
markets. The Pull Factor, much like percent sales
retention estimate, can also be loosely interpreted like a
location quotient. Pull Factors significantly greater than
one often indicates an area of specialization for the local
market. For example, tourist areas tend to have high
Pull Factors and location quotients for restaurants,
hotels and miscellaneous retail stores. The use of any
tool by itself can often lead to erroneous conclusions.
One must use a variety of tools to gain a clearer
understanding of the local economy.
An alternative way to think about sales retention is to
compute local Surplus or Leakage by looking at the
difference between actual sales (AS) with Potential
Sales (PS):

If actual sales (AS) is larger than Potential Sales (PS)
and equation (4) is positive then there is said to be a
Surplus, or the local market is performing better than
one would expect. One could reasonably interpret a
Surplus as the dollar value of the Pull Factor being
greater than one. If actual sales (AS) is smaller than
Potential Sales (PS) and equation (4) is negative then
there is said to be a Leakage, or the local market is
performing below what one would expect. Again, one
could reasonably argue that a Leakage is the dollar
value of the Pull Factor being less than one.

Core Data for Analysis
Before turning to the Trade Area Analysis for Wisconsin
counties that have sales tax data, three core pieces of
information are required. The first is the Index of Income, which
is the per capita income of the county divided by the per capita
income of Wisconsin, the second is the county population
(Table 1), and the third are per capita expenditure levels for the
state by business type (Table 2). For this analysis 66 counties
have imposed a sales tax from which the data are derived.
Please note that for this analysis, the state averages are based
on the 66 counties that are contained in this analysis.
Forty-eight of the 66 have an Index of Income strictly below one,
but several, including Barron and Walworth, are very close to
being exactly at the state average. Juneau County has the
lowest Index of Income (0.756, which means that per capita
income is only 75.6% of the state average) while Ozaukee has
the highest Index of Income (1.676). Again note that here, the
Wisconsin average is defined as including only those counties
that have a county sales tax. Because of the relatively low
income levels we would not expect spending in these counties
to be on par with the state average and these averages are
adjusted downward as described above. At the same time one
would expect counties that have higher income levels (e.g.,
Dane, Ozaukee and Washington) to have higher spending
levels than the state average and thus are adjusted upward.

There are several potential sources of data
that can be used to undertake a Trade Area
Analysis including sales estimates from
private vendors such as Woods and Poole,
Inc. or ESRI, federal government sources
such as the Economic Census conducted
every five years. While these data allow for
comparisons across state lines, many times
they are estimates based on the Economic
Census and the methods employed are
unclear. For this study we use County Sales
Tax data provided by the Wisconsin
Department of Revenue. These data are not
only timely, but the methods of collection
and reporting are clearly documented. The
weakness is that the data covers only
taxable sales and are reported only at the
county level.
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The second set of data is the state per capita expenditure levels (Table 2). It is vital to recall that the data are drawn
from taxable sales, not total sales. As a result, the estimated potential sales as well as surplus/leakage levels are
conservative. For retail sectors, the largest single category of expenditures is motor vehicle and parts dealers with a
state-wide per capita expenditure level of $2,154.35 in 2019. This result is largely attributed to the expensiveness of
automobiles. The second largest single category of retail expenditures is general merchandise stores with
$1,522.03. There are two potential reasons why this category is as large as it is: (1) the growing popularity of “bigbox” stores such as Wal-Mart and Target is drawing a larger share of consumer dollars and (2) many of the “super”
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stores have expanded into carrying groceries which is in direct competition to more traditional food stores. Many of
these “super stores” have become one-stop centers where customers can purchase food, clothing, hardware, toys,
electronics, and even have prescriptions filled in one store. Some of these stores have even entered the retail
gasoline market thus placing pressure on smaller gasoline retailers. Indeed, even more traditional gasoline retailers
have expanded into offering more items associated with general merchandise and food stores. Many gasoline
stations have turned into general convenience stores that compete directly with grocery stores. Indeed, for many of
these latter establishments the businesses do not classify themselves as gasoline which creates some difficulties
for measuring market strengths and weaknesses. For example, based on the sales tax data there are no gasoline
stations in Buffalo County which is not technically correct. Rather, the businesses report under a different business
classification such as a convenience store (e.g., general merchandize).
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For the services sectors food services and drinking
places (restaurants and taverns/bars) at $1.724.99
followed by telecommunication services which would
include wireless and internet service providers
($927.72). Also note that in Wisconsin the typical per
person spending on professional, scientific and technical
services is slightly higher than accommodation (hotels,
motels, B&Bs) ($462.85 vs $425.15). In 2009, for
example, per capital spending on professional, scientific
and technical services was $238.40 which represents a
94.1% increase. While a small part of this increase is
due to changes in sales tax laws, this large increase is
more a reflection of the growth in this sector and its
growing importance to the economy.

In more rural counties, for
example, there may be one
grocery store that
dominates the market
which means that the data
will be suppressed. Here
local knowledge of the
retail and service markets
are vital to properly
interpreting the results of
the Trade Area Analysis.

Trade Area Analysis Results
In addition to the tabular presentation of the results for
Trade Area Captured, Pull Factors, Potential Sales and
Surplus/Leakage We have presented the Pull Factors
in map form. It is important to note that there are at
least three reasons why there may be no data for a
particular category for any given county. First, there
are six counties in Wisconsin that do not impose the
local option sales tax and hence there is no data
available. The second is that there are no businesses
within the particular category that are reporting taxable
sales. Finally, disclosure rules prohibit the release of
data that may identify the revenues (sales) of any
individual business. In more rural counties, for
example, there may be one grocery store that
dominates the market which means that the data will
be suppressed. Here local knowledge of the retail and
service markets are vital to properly interpreting the
results of the Trade Area Analysis.
The volume of results prevents a discussion of all of
the results and we have left it to the reader to draw the
relevant information for their own purposes. For brevity
we have reported only the key variables of interest:
Trade Area Captured, Pull Factors and the
Surplus/Leakage that is tied to those Pull Factors. The
reader must keep in mind to consider both Leakages

A four step process comes to light
when considering the analysis
presented here.
1. Determine which sectors are
strengths and weaknesses based on
the relative size of the Pull Factor.
2. This determination should first be
based on the county in isolation then
in comparison to similar counties.
3. Determine the dollar value of the
strength or weaknesses based on the
Surplus or Leakage.
4. Identify strategies to build on
strengths and address weaknesses.

as well as Surpluses when developing strategies to build local retail and service markets. Naturally, the tendency is to want to
focus on addressing weaknesses in the markets, but there may be solid reasons why such weaknesses exist ranging from lack
of market size (small populations such as in Florence county may be a real barrier to the creation of certain types of businesses)
to spatial competition from neighboring communities. But focusing attention on sectors that have a revealed strength (i.e., large
Pull Factors and Surpluses) can build on existing markets. For example, a community that has a strong tourism and recreation
sector may find that the further promotion of tourism and recreation can have strong positive impacts.
In other words, it can be just as valuable to build on existing strengths as it is to address weaknesses.
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One must also consider the relative size of any Leakage before considering it as a business opportunity. For example, the
Leakage may not be sufficiently large to justify new business enterprises. Rather, a viable alternative to new business formation
is for existing businesses within the sector to rethink their business strategies. The challenge here is to use the analysis as an
“excuse” or “reason” to engage the community in a conversation about the strengths and weaknesses of local retail and service
markets and strategies that can be pursued to build on those strengths and address the weaknesses.
Consider the Pull Factor and corresponding Surplus/Leakage calculation for total taxable sales (Table 3). In addition, a
mapping of the Pull Factor for total market activity is provided in Map 1. In the strictest interpretation 41 of the 66 counties in this
analysis, or 62.1%, have a Pull Factor less than one, suggesting that these 41 counties are experiencing Leakages of taxable
retail and service activities. The three counties with the smallest Pull Factors are Florence (PF=0.397), Lafayette (PF=0.559)
and Pierce (PF=0.581), which
translates to leakages of
$40.7 million, $90.9 million,
and $235.7 million,
respectively, while the
counties with the largest Pull
Factors are Sauk (PF=1.792),
Oneida (PF=1.504), and
Sawyer (PF=1.398), which
translates into surpluses of
$707.6 million, $266.2 million,
and $86.6 million,
respectively. The large
surpluses for these last three
counties is partially explained
by large tourism and
recreational economies.
Counties with the lowest Pull
Factors tend to be smaller
more rural counties that are
within a reasonable driving
distance to a larger county.
The leakage here can be
interpreted as the dollar value
of the Pull Factor being less
than one, whereas a surplus
is the dollar value of the Pull
Factor being greater than
one. If the Pull Factor is less
that one and there are dollars
being lost (leakage) out of the
county, this may point to
market opportunities. Is the
leakage sufficiently large to
support a new business, or
perhaps existing businesses
can expand to capture some
of those leakages?
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The simple mapping of the aggregate Pull Factor (Map 1) reveals several interesting patterns. First, for descriptive
purposes the Pull Factor can take on one of three values, less than 0.9, between the values of 0.9 and 1.1, and finally above
1.1. While a strict threshold value of 1.0 holds for the Pull Factor is a value of 0.95 or 1.05 in a practical sense different than
1.0? (see sidebar). For discussion purposes we have altered the thresholds slightly to allow for three outcomes: performing
as one would expect (0.9 – 1.1), underperforming (<0.9) and overperforming (>1.1). Second, many of the larger market
counties, such as Dane, Brown, and Kenosha tend to perform as one might expect. One might expect that these are
regional hubs that draw in (i.e., surplus) retail and service spending from neighboring counties. While there are still regional
hubs, such as Eau Claire, the larger markets (counties) do not appear to overwhelm and dominate the neighboring
counties. Third, many of the northern counties have relatively high Pull Factors suggesting that the local markets are
overperforming. This latter result is largely due to the tourism markets and recreational housing in particularly. While prior
research suggests that the owners of recreational homes tend to bring most of their goods (groceries, supplies, etc) from
their home areas, there is additional spending. This is particularly true to building materials and garden supply retailers.
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While a detailed discussion of the results for the 24 different sectors
(12 retail, 12 services) is beyond the scope of this summary
narrative, the Trade Area Captured, Pull Factors and corresponding
Surplus/Leakage calculations are provided in a series of Appendix
Tables and the Pull Factors for each of the 24 sectors are mapped
in a series of figures also in the Appendix. There are a few patterns
worthy of notice. First, notice the prevalence of underperforming
counties in Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores: outside of a
few urban hubs the Pull Factors are consistently below 0.9. This is
due to two reasons: first, a growing share of consumer purchase
their clothing at general merchandize stores and second, the rate of
purchasing at more specialized clothing stores is insufficient to
support such stores outside of larger market areas.
Historically “nonstore” retailers have been modest in terms of their
total share of the market. But with the growth of on-line shopping it
is possible for retailers to market to customers that are,
theoretically, anywhere in the world. The majority of counties,
regardless of population, income, or geographic location are
performing at least as well as expected or actually performing
higher than expected. Crawford County, for example, tends to
have Leakages in most categories of retail and services, but the
Pull Factor for nonstore retailers is 3.93 which represents a Surplus
of $26.68 million which, along with a strong Surplus in General
Merchandize, creates a situation where the overall county market is
showing a Surplus. Over time, the growth in nonstore retail
represents a growth opportunity for many more rural Wisconsin
communities, assuming that adequate broadband is available.
Third, by examining sectors that are traditionally sensitive to tourism
and recreation, such as Accommodations, Sporting Goods, Hobby,
Book, and Music Stores, and Amusement, Gambling, and
Recreation Industries can identify parts of Wisconsin that are more
dependent on tourism and recreation. Traditionally, Food Services
and Drinking Places has also been a measure of tourism, but
consumer spending patterns have shifted so that this sector, while
still important to tourism, is becoming more independent from
tourism. Adams County, for example, has a Pull Factor of 6.1 for
Accommodations and 7.54 for Amusement, Gambling, and
Recreation Industries which means that tourism and recreation is a
very strong point for the county.

These data and the patterns observed can provide a powerful starting point for a broader discussion in the community
about regional economic strengths and weaknesses. In particular, the analysis provided in this report can help guide
further analysis behind market opportunities. In addition to pointing toward opportunities the analysis can potentially
expose areas of threat. For example, is a county’s market overly dependent on one particular sector can expose the
county to shocks. In the end, these analysis provide insights into the local retail and service economies.

In the end, these analysis provide insights into the local retail
and service economies.
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Strategies for Enhancing
Retail and Service Markets
IIndividual business owners do not want to “bet the farm”
based on a simple Pull Factor and corresponding measure of
Leakage or Surplus. Rather, these tools can be powerful in
the initial identification of market ideas and concepts. In a
sense, these tools can be used in the “plan-to-plan” stage of
the business planning process and can provide useful insights.
Beyond aiding businesses in the initial planning stages there
exists a wide range of potential strategies can put in place to
build on strengths of the local retail markets and address
potential gaps. A detailed discussion of the vast range of
potential strategies is not the intent of this study. Rather, the
intent here is to introduce the reader to a broad range of
ideas. The two broad classifications of strategies include: (a)
increasing the flow of dollars into the
community (e.g., build on Surpluses) and (b) increasing the recirculation of dollars within the community (e.g., plug
Leakages). Increasing the flow of dollars into the community
means that the community is essentially injecting new money
into the local economy by attracting consumers from
surrounding communities or by capturing the dollars of visitors
to the community. Consumers are both individuals as well as
businesses. In each case the community is bringing more
money into the community. Increasing the re-circulation of
dollars in the community means that the community is
plugging Leakages of money out of the local community's
economy. In other words, the community is actively seeking
ways to get people and businesses to spend more locally.
One can almost think of these as broad approaches to
address “gaps” and “disconnects” within the local market.
Gaps describe the case where a particular good or service is
not available at a sufficient level for purchase in the local
community. Disconnects are when the goods and services are
available but local customers, both residents and businesses,
are not making local purchases.
Because these are broad approaches and specific strategies
will be applicable to both we will suggest several possible
specific strategies across both approaches. For a more
focused discussion see the newsletter Downtown Economics
produced by the Center for Community Economic
Development at the University of Wisconsin-Extension[2] as
well as the collection of resources at the USDA National Rural
Resource Library and the references therein.[3]

[2] http://www.uwex.edu/ces/cced/publicat/letstalk.html
[3] http://www.nal.usda.gov/ric/ricpubs/downtown.html

Examples of specific activities a
community can undertake to
increase the inflow or re-circulation
of dollars include:
1.
Develop market information to help retail
and service businesses in identifying market
potentials and formulate business plans. The
TAA presented here is a small piece of such
market information.
2.
Promote community and regional
commercial space necessary to attract new retail
and service businesses.
3.
Encourage mixed uses for downtown real
estate, including housing, lodging, office space,
and social spaces. Recognize the shift away
from traditional retail spaces to services oriented
businesses.
4.
Work to ensure that retail and service
development policies aim at complementary
growth where local firms are harmonized and not
competitive.
5. Match the preferences of local market
segments with the assets and amenities of the
community, such as tourism linked to agriculture
and local foods.
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6. Help businesses explore all market segments available, including but
not limited to, local residents, in-commuters, second homeowners,
visitors, and others. Expand purchases by non-local people through
appropriate advertising and promotions.
a. Help develop an online presence for each new or existing business
including e-retailing and online marketing including the use of social
media.
b. Coordinated advertising can build on economies of size and
scope.
c. Coordinate business hours.
d. Sponsor downtown activities such as sidewalk sales or art fairs.
e. Organize farmers markets to attract customers to the downtown.
f. Provide convenient parking or public transit.
7. Ensure that key public services (e.g., fire and police, water and sewer,
general administration) are more than satisfactory.
8. Aid businesses in developing employee-training programs to improve
quality of service.
9. Recognize the important role of transfers such as retirement benefits,
and unemployment compensation as a flow of funds into the community.
10. Consider initiating a business retention and expansion program to
support existing businesses first. These business visitation programs
can build a stronger sense of community and help identify potential
problem areas.
11. Encourage collective action through the formation of organizations
such as Chamber of Commerce or Merchants Association. These types
of organizations can provide a mechanism for local businesses to
network and create learning opportunities that fosters innovation.
12. Create a positive business climate where local government
regulators work with businesses to satisfy local rules and regulations
rather than create barriers of red tape.

These broad based strategies are clearly not exhaustive and are meant to only introduce the idea that effective strategies can
range from the simplistic to the complex. It is also important that there is no one single strategy that effective development of
the retail and service sectors require a multi-prong approach with overlapping strategies. Finally, strategies need to be
constantly evaluated and adjusted to reflect changing markets.
While the tools of Trade Area Analysis are a powerful indicator of retail market strengths and weaknesses, they should not be
substituted for detailed business feasibility studies. While businesses have found measures of Surplus/Leakage to be a
reasonable first approximation of potential revenues more detailed market analysis is required before specific business
investments are made. Again, these tools are most appropriate in the business “plan-to-plan” phase of business planning.
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Conclusions
The intent of this applied research project is to: (1)
introduce one set of tools, specifically Trade Area
Analysis and market threshold analysis, to
community development practitioners; (2) apply the
tools to a set of data for Wisconsin counties; and
(3) outline a set of simple strategies to help build
on Surpluses and address Leakages. The tools
offered here as well as the analysis should be
considered one step in developing a complete
understanding of the local retail market. The tools
can be used to stimulate discussions within the
community about the strengths and weaknesses of
the local retail markets as well as a simple set of
tools that potential businesses can use in the initial
planning, or “plan-to-plan”, stages in business
development.
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